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* Function.
The DSC785 Dry/Store Controller is a special controller for drying and storing agriculture products like
bulbs and tuberous plants. 
The controller is equipped with two temperature sensors namely Pt100-1 (-) (= product sensor) and
Pt100-2 (+) (= channel sensor). The controller has two positions, the dry position and the store
position.
In the dry position the DSC785 controls the temperature difference between Pt100-1 (-) and Pt100-2
(+) to the adjusted set point (SETP.DELTA). Because of this, the products will be warmed up with a
constant delta temperature, which will dry the product. The warming continues till the product reaches
the adjusted maximum set point. After that, the drying process will be controlled back so the product
doesn’t exceed these end temperature.
In the store position the DSC785 controls the temperature on base of the product sensor (Pt100-1 (-))
and the adjusted maximum set point (SETP.MAX.).
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The DSC785 can control two types of valves namely;
- A relay controlled left / right valve (pulsing). 
     There is one relay (left) for closing the valve and one relay (right) for opening the valve.

 - A proportional  0-10Vdc output. 

The relay contacts from the left  / right valve control are pulsing with a duty cycle which can be
adjusted on the front panel.  
If the adjusted maximum-set point (SETP.MAX.) Is reached, the controller will only activate the left
(closing) relay.

The proportional valve output start closing the valve if the temperature has reached parameter 6
degrees before the maximum set point. The valve will be closed at the maximum-set point.

The controller is also equipped with a potential free alarm input and a potential free alarm output. This
alarm relay will also be activated if there is a sensor failure.

* Operation.
The operation keys from the DSC785 Dry/Store Controller are:

SETP.DELTA -viewing and changing the delta set point.
? (DOWN) -lower the adjusted value.
> (UP) -raise the adjusted value.
SETP.MAX. -viewing and changing the maximum set point.
SENSOR -switch for read out both sensors, (M1 = Pt100-1 (-), M2 = Pt100-2 (+)) or the 

differential temperature between both sensors (= Delta).
PRG -program key for changing the internal parameters.
DRY -selector switch for the dry position.
STORE -selector switch for the store position.
%D.C. -viewing and changing the duty-cycle adjustment from the left /right output.
PB -viewing and changing the proportional band from P-controller-1.
ON / OFF -on/off switch from the DSC785.

Switching the controller on/off:
To switch off the controller, the ON/OFF switch should be pressed for at least  0,5 seconds.

Setting drying or storing:
If the controller is switched on, it continues in the position which was active when the controller
was switched off. (drying or storing). 
To switch the controlling into the dry position the DRY switch should be pressed for at least  0,5
seconds.
To switch the controlling into the store position the STORE switch should be pressed for at
least  0,5 seconds. 
The LED’s above both switches are on to indicate the chosen position.
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Displays from the DSC785:
Upper display;

In the drying position (DRY) this display shows the measured differential temperature
between botch sensors. The led  DELTA will also be on. 
In de storing position (STORE) this display shows the measured product temperature
(Pt100-1 (-)). The led M1 will also be on.

Lower display;
This shows the valve position from the proportional 0-10Vdc output in percent (0-100% =
0-10Vdc).

Viewing and changing the set points:
The controller has two set point adjustments. 
 -the delta set point (SETP.DELTA) with a range from 0 - 10 EC per 0,1 EC and 
 -the maximum set point (SETP.MAX.) With a range from 0 - 40 EC per 0,1 EC.
Viewing the set point value;

Press the SETP.DELTA or SETP.MAX switch. The set point value will appear in the
upper display. After releasing the switch the measure temperature will appear again in
the upper display.

Changing the set point value;
Press the SETP.DELTA or SETP.MAX switch. By pushing the ? or > switch
simultaneously with the SETP.DELTA or SETP.MAX switch the set poit can be raised or
lowered. After releasing the switches, the controller will control on the new values and
the measured temperature will appear again in the upper.

Viewing the sensors individually:
By pressing the SENSOR switch the following temperatures will appear in sequence Delta (
M2-M1), M1 = Pt100-1 (-) en M2 = Pt100-2 (+)  on the upper display. Hereby the corresponding
led will flash. The chosen read-out stays visible for 10 seconds afters releasing the switch. After
this the original measured control value appears in the display.

Viewing and changing the duty-cycle adjustment:
Press the %D.C. switch to read out the actual position on the lower display. To change the
adjusted value press the %D.C. switch simultaneously with the ? switch to lower the value or
the > switch to raise the value. The range is 1 - 99 % per 1%. After releasing the switches the
valve position will appear in the lower display. 

Viewing and changing the proportional band from P-controller 1 :
Press the PB switch to read out the actual position on the lower display. To change the
adjusted value press the PB switch simultaneously with the ? switch to lower the value or the >
switch to raise the value. The range is 0 -10°C per 0,1°C. After releasing the switches the valve
position will appear in the lower display. 
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Changing the internal parameters:
Press the PRG switch for at least  5 seconds to enter the program mode. 
On the upper display appears P1 from which the P will flash. This is the number from the 
parameter. This number can be changed by pressing the ? switch or the > switch. There are 8
internal parameters (P1 - P8). The description from these parameters are shown in the table
below. 
Chose the required parameter and press the SETP.DELTA switch to read-out the value from
this  parameter. This value can be changed with the ? switch or the > switch to the new value. 
If there is no switch pressed for  30 seconds, the controller will leave the program mode and
the normal measured value is shown again.

Parameter table

Par.
no.

Description Range Unit Default

P1 Zone function 1 (Left) 0,0 / 5,0 EC 0,1 EC 0,3 EC

P2 Differential function 1 (Left) 0,1 / 5,0 EC 0,1 EC 0,3 EC

P3 Zone function 2 (Rigth) -5,0 / 0,0 EC 0,1 EC -0,3 EC

P4 Differential function 2 (Rigth) 0,1 / 5,0 EC 0,1 EC 0,3 EC

P5 Differential function 3 (Max.) 0,1 / 5,0 EC 0,1 EC 0,3 EC

P6 Proportional band P-controller 2 (max.) 0,1 / 10,0 EC 0,1 EC 2,0 EC

P7 Offset product sensor M1 (Pt100-1 (-)) -10 / 10 EC 0,1 EC 0,0 EC

P8 Offset channel sensor M2 (Pt100-2 (+)) -10 / 10 EC 0,1 EC 0,0 EC

* Control functions:
In the drying position the controller controls on the control temperature (Mr) from Mdelta (M2-M1) and
on the control set point (Sr) from Set point delta (S2). 
In the storing position the controller controls on the control temperature (Mr) from M1 (product-sensor)
and on the control set point (Sr) from  Set point max. (S1). 

The left/right valve control:
The pulsating left/right valve control has two main control functions and one limit function for the end
temperature;

- Function-1: Ry2 relay output for closing the valve  (= left)
- Function-2: Ry3 relay output for opening the valve (= right) 
- Function-3: Limit function for maximum temperature

Function-1 and -2 are pulsating outputs, controlled by a duty cycle control with a fixed period time of
10 seconds and an adjustable duty cycle (= pulse / pause relation) from 1 till 99%.

Function-3 will take care for the reverse control of the temperature if the end temperature has
reached (Setp.max.). As soon as this function is active, the pulsating left output will be active
continuously and the pulsating right output will be blocked.

How the in depending functions works;
Function-1 (Left) on:Mr > Sr + Zone.1 (param.1)

off:Mr < Sr + Zone.1 (param.1) - Diff.1 (param.2)
Function-2 (Right) on:Mr < Sr + Zone.2 (param.3)

off:Mr > Sr + Zone.2 (param.3) + Diff.2 (param.4)
Function-3 (Max.) on:M1 > S1

off:M1 < S1 - Diff.3 (param.5)
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The proportional valve control:
The proportional valve control with a 0-10Vdc output has a proportional control function and a 
proportional limit function.

De proportional control function works on the control temperature (Mr) and on the control set point
(Sr). In the storing position the limit function is switched off. Both functions (control and limit) are
shown in the graph below.

* Error codes:
The error codes will be displayed in the upper display.
Sensor failures:

E1   = Sensor M1 (Pt100-1 (-)) fault. All relays will be de-energized.
E2   = Sensor M2 (Pt100-2 (+)) fault. If the controller is in the drying position all relays will

be de-energizes. 

* Function alarm output:
The alarm relay is normally energized and wil be de-energized if there is an alarm. The alarm led on
the front panel will also be on if there is an alarm. There are three different alarm possibilities;

- E1 sensor failure, 
- E2 sensor failure or 
- The external alarm contact is closed (C-NO closed).
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* Installation.
Connection Diagram DSC785 Dry/Store Controller).
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* Place of the sensors in the installation.
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* Technical data.

Type : DSC785  Dry/Store Controller
Enlosure : Grey plastic
Mounting : Wall mounting
Cable input : Through swivels
Cable connections : On pcb connectors
Enclosure dimensions : LxWxH = 212 x 180 x 80mm
Supply voltage : 230Vac 50/60Hz
Power consumption : max. 8VA
Supply voltage tolerance : +/-10%
Temperature sensors : 2x Pt100 sensors
Measuring system : 3-wire resistance measurement
Measurement accurancy : +/- 0,5EC
Input signal : 1x potential free alarm contact
Function : Drying / storing

Relay contacts left/right valve control .
Proportional valve control (0-10Vdc)
Alarm function

Indicators : Led's for sensor indication; Delta , M1 en M2
Led's for relays indication; Left, Right, Alarm
Led's for functions; Max.
Led's for functions positions; DRY and STORE

Display's : Upper temperature display 3-digit 13mm red
Lower valve position display 3-digit 10mm red

Key switches : SETP.DELTA, ? (DOWN), > (UP), SETP.MAX., SENSOR,
DRY, STORE, ON/OFF, PB, %D.C.

Relays : Alarm relay potential free make-and-brake contact (C, NO, NC)
- no alarm C-NO closed
- alarm C-NC closed
Relay left (close) make contact (C, NO)
Relay right (open) make contact (C, NO)
All relay contacts max. 250Vac, 10A not inductive.
The left and right relays have a central common (C) contact.

Output signal: : 0 - 10 Vdc proportional output
Storage temperature : -20 / +60EC
Operation temperature : Max. +40EC
Operation humidity : 10 / 90 %RH not condensing

* Adress.
VDH Products BV tel. +31 (0)50 - 30 28 900
Produktieweg 1 fax. +31 (0)50 - 30 28 980
9301 ZR  RODEN email info@vdhproducts.nl
Netherlands internet www.vdhproducts.nl
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